Quality of additional embryos transferred on pregnancy outcomes in IVF: predictions using a mathematical approach.
This study assessed the influence of adding embryos with different embryo quality on pregnancy rate and multiple pregnancy rate (MPR). The study included 1891 IVF transfers performed at two centres with different embryo transfer policies. Pregnancy rate and MPR were analysed following three models and then including embryo quality. A predictive mathematical model and two scatter plots were constructed. The model based on embryo independence was incompatible with the observed data, while both the ground and collaborative models provided excellent fits. The collaborative model, however, predicted multiple pregnancies, especially triplets, more accurately. Transfer of additional embryos, irrespective of embryo quality, always increased pregnancy rate and MPR. When implantation rate was low, there was a marked increase in pregnancy rate but only a relatively small increase in MPR. In contrast, with higher implantation rates, the increase in pregnancy rate was mainly due to the increase in MPR, with the same singleton pregnancy rate. Transfer of additional embryos, irrespective of embryo quality, follows a collaborative pattern and always results in an increase in pregnancy rate and MPR. The scatter plots accurately predicted the influence of the different combinations of number and embryo quality on pregnancy rate and MPR.